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The major objective of this program was to examine the apparent clustering in the
paleoseismic record for the Los Angeles Basin and its apparent anti-correlation with a
similarly clustered record for the Eastern California Shear Zone (ECSZ). The coefficient
of variation of the events in the ECSZ was well above one, indicating true clustering. For
the L.A. Basin, this coefficient was below one, indicating the distribution is more
periodic than clustered. However, this analysis does not take the magnitude of the events
into account. If we define an “event” as a peak in the seismic moment release curve, then
both distributions are highly periodic. A Monte Carlo simulation found that there is less
than a 1% chance that the sequence of 5 moment release events in the LA. Basin were
produced by a Poissonian process while there was about a 3% chance that the three
moment release events in the ECSZ resulted from a Poissonian process. Assuming that
they are not Poissonian processes, there is a 33% chance that the apparent anti-correlation
has occurred by chance.

Attempts to explain this apparent anti-correlation by phase-locking associated with stress
transfer failed. Although the idea sounded good in principle, the details of the stress
transfer calculations did not work out. We are now proposing a second kinematic
explanation in which simultaneous motion on the San Andreas and Garlock faults
suppresses activity in the ECSZ and vice-versa.

Another interesting bit of work that was completed during this time period was Isabelle
Manighetti’s observation that the slip distribution during earthquakes tends to be
triangular rather than elliptical. This work compliments her study of the cumulative slip
distributions on normal faults in the Afar region, which also found triangular profiles. We
are hypothesizing that these triangular profiles are the result of stress relaxation by off-
fault damage near the rupture front. She also found that both vertical and horizontal
profiles for an earthquake are triangular, and that earthquakes nucleate near the peak in
either the vertical or horizontal profile (or near both), but they never nucleate where
neither profile is peaked. Isabelle did this work while she was a visiting professor at
USC. We have submitted a manuscript.


